Glaze Effects

- Over Milk Paint -

- Over Water Based Wood Stain -

*CUSTOM GLAZE OVER ALABASTER: 3 PARTS CLEAR GLAZE BASE WITH 1 PART QUEENSTOWN GRAY * CUSTOM GLAZE OVER PERSIAN BLUE: 3 PARTS CLEAR GLAZE BASE WITH 1 PART DARK CHOCOLATE * CUSTOM GLAZE OVER GRAPHITE WOOD STAIN: 3 PARTS CLEAR GLAZE BASE WITH 1 PART SEAGULL GRAY *

TRANSLUCENT COLORS DESIGNED TO ADD DIMENSION AND CONTRAST TO FINISHES.
Pearl Effects

- **CHAMPAGNE* - ARGENTINE - BURNISHED - TAWNY - COPPER - BRONZE

- **LINEN - DRIFTWOOD - WESTMINSTER GREEN - PATINA GREEN - LAMP BLACK - TUSCAN RED

- **ARGENTINE & TAWNY - ARGENTINE & COPPER - BRONZE & TAWNY - COPPER & TAWNY - BRONZE & COPPER - ARGENTINE & BRONZE

- **Dry-Brushed Over Milk Paint**

- **50/50 Pearl Effect Mixes**

*CHAMPAGNE PEARL EFFECTS SAMPLE IS OVER RAW WOOD.*

DECORATIVE METALLICS USED TO CREATE SHEER HIGHLIGHTS OR OPAQUE FAUX METAL FINISHES.
Since 1928, General Finishes has been manufacturing wood coatings to the highest performance standards. We are recognized as a leading innovator in the development of water-based finishes. Our award-winning products are easy to use and provide superior color, adhesion and durability.

An American Story

Since 1928, General Finishes has been manufacturing wood coatings to the highest performance standards. We are recognized as a leading innovator in the development of water-based finishes. Our award-winning products are easy to use and provide superior color, adhesion and durability.

Limited Warranty

General Finishes products must be tested to your complete satisfaction before using. General Finishes will not be responsible for color satisfaction, misapplication, nor compatibility with other manufacturers’ products. General Finishes will be responsible only for the cost of our products, and not for costs such as labor, damage, or project replacement.

Made in the USA.

Related Water-Based Products

Milk Paint
Premium acrylic paints formulated with zero-VOC colorants and pre-mixed for your convenience.

Wood Stain
A thick formula that provides deep colors and easy control.

Dye Stain
Penetrating water-based stain designed to enhance the natural beauty of figured woods.

Extender & Accelerator
A finish additive to extend or accelerate the dry time of water-based paints, stains and topcoats.

High Performance Topcoat
A durable urethane topcoat for use over painted, stained or raw wood surfaces.

Flat Out Flat
A matte topcoat with a soft feel and durability that is superior to a wax finish.

Stain Blocker
A powerful primer used to block persistent bleed-through from stains and wood tannins.

Brushable White Enamel
A premium pigmented wood enamel ideal for cabinets, furniture and millwork.

WWW.GENERALFINISHES.COM